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Abstract: Business intelliggence (BI) is becoming a very
important managerial issue. Its impoortance has been
recognized esp
specially in a development
d
off analytically based
b
decision-makinng capabilities.. The aim of thee paper is to prresent
the impact annd the importaance of BI syystems on deciisionmaking processs. By using ranndom sample off 68 most succeessful
Croatian com
mpanies we provide
p
state-of
of-the-art of BI
B in
Croatia and recognize futuure steps thatt are necessarry to
improve deciision-making practice
p
at vaarious hierarcchical
levels.
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
Global annd competitive environment mitigates poinnts of
differentiationn and traditionall sources of com
mpetitive advanntage.
What is left as a basis forr competition is to execute your
business with maximum effficiency and efffectiveness, annd to
make the smaartest business decisions posssible (Davenpoort &
Harris, 2007).. To be able too do that, manaagers are consttantly
forced to be well
w informed and
a knowledgeaable about activvities
happening aroound and withinn their organizaations. They neeed to
have analyticaal capabilities inn order to be abble to process a large
amount of innformation. However, what is also needed is a
business intellligence (BI) innfrastructure whhich should maake a
decision-makiing process morre reliable.
BI can be
b defined as a process off revealing hiidden
knowledge from
fr
business data collecteed routinely from
everyday busiiness transactioons (Panian & Klepac, 20033). It
includes colleection and disseemination of innternal and extternal
data, as well as
a its transformaation into usefuul information which
w
enable betterr understandinng of the buusiness, ultim
mately
providing usefful organizationnal knowledge. Its main purpoose is
to provide mannagers with relevant informatiion in a right foormat
at the right mooment.
Although BI as a concept appeared 20
2 years ago, only
recently it hass been recognized in a strategiic context. Currrently
dominant knoowledge econom
my forces orgaanizations to invest
significantly in their inform
mation-processsing capabilitiees as
potential comppetitive advantage (Hannula & Pirttimaki, 2003).
There is an increasing interest for the introduction of
o BI
systems into organizations (Popovič et al., 2010) beccause
managers realize that inform
mation and know
wledge have beccome
very importannt strategic resouurces.
However, in order to gainn benefits from
m BI through puutting
an emphasis on informationn and knowleddge creation, a link
should be created
c
with the business strategy and top
management support.
s
Clear strategic goals and influence from
the top shouldd encourage continuous collabboration betweeen IT
experts and buusiness people dealing
d
with thee issue.
Their colllaboration, as well as a praactice of colleecting
precise and tim
mely informatioon, will providee organizationss with
an opportunityy to properly react on markett changes and make
m
smart businesss decisions. BI implementationn will enable signals
for continuouus strategizingg and adaptaation. Even more,
m
existence of BI
B philosophy and
a infrastructuure in organizaations
will support thhe decision-makking at various hierarchical levvels.

Today,
T
the mosst successful orrganizations hav
ve some sort off
analytical applications and some B
BI tools installeed although thee
nment betweeen the businness strategy and the IT
T
align
infraastructure is missing.
m
Besidees considerablee evidence thatt
decisions based onn analytics are m
more likely to be
b correct thann
those based on intuuition (Davenpoort & Harris, 20
007), until now
w
such
h integrative appproach was noot emphasized enough in thee
literaature. So, the aim of the paper is to pro
ovide empiricall
resu
ults about relevaance and curreent usage of BII in a decision-mak
king process practice
p
of thhe most succeessful Croatiann
com
mpanies at varioous hierarchicaal levels. Prelim
minary insightss
for necessary
n
future steps will be gained by anallyzing state-of-the-aart in the field.

2. RESEARCH
R
M
METHODOL
LOGY
Questionnaires
Q
were distributted to 200 ran
ndomly chosenn
durin
ng May 2008, from the daatabase of The Institute forr
Busiiness Researchh of the 5000 most successful Croatiann
com
mpanies in 20006. Such an aapproach was chosen as thee
auth
hors from theirr experience aassumed that only the mostt
succcessful Croatiaan companies have implem
mented, or aree
plan
nning to implem
ment, BI infrastrructure.
The questionnnaire was addreessed and mosttly fulfilled byy
CIO
Os or IT expertss because they are the ones mainly
m
involvedd
in haandling BI issuues inside their organizations. Data collectionn
proccess was finisheed in October 22008, until which the researchh
grou
up received 68 completed queestionnaires, acccounting for a
very
y good 34% response rate. M
Most of the inv
volved Croatiann
com
mpanies were prrivately-owned (76%) and larg
ge-sized (66%),,
whille there was a small number off state-owned (7
7%) and small-sized
d companies (9%).
Measurement
M
i
instrument
connsisted of 32 qu
uestions whichh
weree focused on several follow
wing areas: sofftware and BII
usag
ge; IT and strrategy; top maanagement supp
port; decision-mak
king; performannce benchmarkking; independ
dent characteri-sticss of respondennts and organnizations. Answ
wers providedd
usefful nominal annd ordinal datta which weree used in thee
follo
owing analysiss. Although suuch types of data
d
are ratherr
consstrained in natture, results w
were primarily analyzed withh
desccriptive statisticcs, followed by inferential insiights gained byy
Speaarman’s rank coorrelation coeffficient.

E
RESULTS
3. EMPIRICAL
It
I is expected that business sstrategy has a strong positivee
influ
uence on the suuccess of BI initiative if it is aligned
a
with IT..
In th
he particular survey,
s
strategyy was represen
nted with threee
welll-known generiic business strrategies (Porterr, 1985). Mostt
com
mpanies reportedd to have diffferentiation straategy (55%), a
third
d of them havee implemented market niche strategy
s
(35%),,
whille only small part
p applied low
w-cost strategy (10%). Resultss
are interesting
i
becaause, traditionallly, BI systems were related too
low--cost strategy (allow
(
detailedd view of the cost
c
structure),,
whicch is very poorlly represented iin the sample.
Regarding
R
the relationship between the bu
usiness strategyy
and the IT, almost 48% of responndents believe that
t
they are inn

alignment, 46% of them would characterize it as somewhat
aligned, while only 6% said that those two concepts are not
aligned at all. Partially, the reason for such good results are
years of experience in using BI infrastructure. Almost 52% of
observed companies reported that they are using various BI
systems for more than 3 years, while only 15% of the sampled
companies are using it for less than a year.
Being more specific and focusing on particular types of BI
systems, study reveals that 82% of the companies have
implemented standardized reports, 63% are using data
warehouses, 51% of them have OLAP systems, while data
mining and performance management is quite marginal in only
22% and 9% of cases. Although the results show that most of
the observed Croatian companies are using some of the basic BI
systems, which enlarge the amount of data transformed from
transactional system into report pattern and improve efficiency,
that is only a first step toward implementing more developed BI
systems which offer even higher benefits and effectiveness.
BI initiatives can be implemented only with a significant
support received from the top management. In every second
company, the top management supports investments in BI
projects, while in 38% of cases only a partial support exists.
These empirical results only confirm that BI cannot be
implemented if it is not strategically positioned and if the top
management is not an initiator of such projects. As a matter of
fact, it displays that most companies from the sample are
planning to introduce some new BI applications in the
following year (73%), what confirms that they are aware of the
importance of using BI. The same is additionally confirmed
with significant positive correlations presented in the table.
ρ
alignment between strategy and
0,246
IT and top management support
alignment between strategy and
0,317
IT and stage of implementation
stage of implementation and
0,379
top management support
improvement efforts and top
0,289
management support
Tab. 1. Spearman’s correlation coefficients

N

p-value

65

<0,05

66

<0,01

66

<0,01

65

<0,05

The empirical analysis also revealed that information
gained from BI systems is satisfactorily used not only at the
top, but at various hierarchical levels. Top management used
such systems in 53% of cases, middle management in 51%,
while lower management levels and business analysts used
them in 60% of companies. Such large numbers were not valid
at the operational level. Namely, looking at the overall number
of employees directly involved in using BI systems, the
impression was different because in only 8% of companies
more than a half of employees used such information systems,
while in 63% of companies they are used by less than 5%.
Very interesting results are gained regarding the nature of
decision-making practice. It is known that various decisions at
different hierarchical levels can be made more or less
intuitively (based on feelings and experience) or rationally
(based on the concrete data and information) (Davenport et al.,
2010). However, the results show that in most of the observed
companies decisions are made by simultaneously combining
objective data and information with intuitive feelings and
experience. Almost in 60% of cases decisions are made on the
basis of data but they are in the same time corroborated with
managerial intuition and their previous experience. Even more,
13% of respondents said that in their companies decisions were
made exclusively according to the available information.
Obviously, there is an evident trend and transition from
traditionally ingrained intuitive-based toward a more rationaland analytically-based decision-making supported with BI
systems and infrastructure.
Strategic decisions, mostly made by top management, in
46% of companies were supported by various decision support

and/or BI systems. Those were companies which have had
completely implemented aforementioned systems for a longer
time period. Tactical decisions made by using BI systems were
present in 65% of cases, mostly in finance, accounting and
controlling – functions that prefer usage of standardized
reports. Finally, a new trend of making operational decisions by
using BI support is more and more influential where almost half
of the companies were making decisions based on data at the
lower levels, particularly in marketing, sales and production.
Empirical findings lead to a conclusion that significant part
of the observed Croatian companies have already, at least
partially, implemented BI system(s). Although such practice
represents a great potential for the future, their managers are
also aware of the need for a continuous focus on requirements
of the BI initiative. This awareness is clearly stated through the
existence of future improvement plans where more than 73% of
companies are planning to implement new applications in the
following year, while only 5% do not have such plans at all.

4. CONCLUSION
Business trends and agility force managers and their
companies to acquire new sources of competitive advantage.
Importance of having and managing resources has been translated into a need for information availability and their usage. BI
has become a very important aspect of decision-making, not
only at the top, but at each particular hierarchical level. That is
why it needs to be aligned with the business strategy in order to
be capable to support analytical decision-making.
In most companies, the alignment between the strategy and
the BI is lacking. Without a clear strategy of investment in BI,
the initiative is likely to be marginal and ultimately to fail. The
most successful Croatian companies have implemented or have
started to implement BI systems. Their significant focus is on
standardized reports, data warehousing and OLAP systems,
while advanced practices like data mining are still very rare.
However, future improvement plans are encouraging because
most of the companies are planning to continue to improve their
BI capabilities.
We should also be aware of the main limitation of the
research – a focus only on the most successful companies. This
means that average practice and current status of BI in Croatian
companies is less optimistic than survey results presented. As
the main obstacle to a more widespread and intensive
implementation of BI concepts and systems we see a lack of
support and understanding from the top management. Although
top managers are important users of information gained by BI
efforts, they still do not categorize it as a value-added activity.
So, future research activities should be focused toward adding
more strategic attributes to the BI concept and positioning it
among the several most important business initiatives, in order
to make managers aware of new business opportunities.
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